Regional Memorandum
No. 655 s. 2023

MAPPING THE CREATIVE WORKS OF PROVINCES
BY THE SDO MAPEH SUPERVISORS

To Schools Division Superintendents


2. This effort connects with the MATATAG agenda on Music and Arts Curriculum. Specifically, it aims to (1) make it relevant to the needs of learners, (2) foster the development of Filipino cultural identities, and (3) promote multiculturalism. Hence, the absence of such creative works could impede the effective delivery of the curriculum.

3. Schools Division Offices, through the MAPEH Supervisors, are advised to spearhead the mapping of creative works found in the municipality, city within the division to facilitate effective curriculum implementation. Through this, a database will be established, making it accessible for teachers use in their lessons and learning experience enhancement.

4. For coordination and inquiries, please contact Bureau of Curriculum Development through Marisol B. Mabanza, Supervising Education Program Specialist through email at Marisol.mabanza@deped.gov.ph.

5. Immediate and widest dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.
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